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Abstract
Social networks can play an important role in the process
of decentralizing authority in distributed systems. We will
focus on distributed wiki systems, and we show how, in the
special case of a peer-to-peer wiki, there is a rational incen-
tive for users to self-organize and form a meaningful social
network. We discuss to that effect the basic metrics that
can be derived from the topology of the social network to
help assess the subjective quality of wiki entries. Demos and
experimental results will illustrate and support our discus-
sion. We finally speculate as to how these results may also
translate to discussion forums or recommender systems.

1. INTRODUCTION
Distributed wiki systems have been developed for many pur-
poses, such as redundancy, scalability, resilience to a central
point of technical failure, or the ability to work offline [5].
In such cases, the main technical challenge and concern has
been to immediately or eventually reconcile the content of
the entries on the different nodes. Peer-to-peer wikis such
as Ward Cunningham’s Smallest Federated Wiki [2] or our
own P2Pedia system [1] take a different angle, one in which
each node (i.e., the user and owner of a given peer) acts inde-
pendently, and where the system allows, or even encourages,
complete divergence between the different versions of a wiki
entry. The form of collaboration that results from such sys-
tems is a passive one, where each new version of an entry is
free to build on an existing one. The challenge then becomes
one of choosing the most relevant entry to consume or to use
as the starting point for a new one. This short abstract in-
troduces and motivates the topics of the presentation.

2. THE WIKI ENTRY RANKING PROBLEM
First, let us note that in the case of a traditional wiki such
as Wikipedia, multiple versions of an entry do also exist,
and the system simply chooses to present the user with the
most recent one. This choice may or may not always be the
most relevant one, and “edit wars” can be viewed as a way
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to game the system by exploiting this basic ranking method.
In the absence of a central authority, there is no single entry
ranking algorithm to be used or enforced. This is both a
problem and an advantage: autonomous nodes now have
to resort to finding their own personal metrics and ranking
algorithm, but this also makes the system more resilient to
trust attacks (such as social exploitation or Sybil attack [6]),
since it would be highly costly (in terms of time, memory,
number of messages or accounts that need to be created)
and difficult for attacking nodes to game the system, not
knowing how exactly each user is planning on ranking the
entries.

3. RANKING METRICS
Going back to the problem of choosing ranking metrics, what
can be used to help determine the relevance of a document
to a peer? The first observation is that in a peer-to-peer
wiki like P2Pedia, to view a wiki entry (which is essentially
a file) requires downloading it, and thus in turn sharing it
with others. Therefore the most popular entries correspond
to the most shared ones, and deciding to keep sharing an
entry is a way of endorsing it. This link between a peer and
the entries she endorses is a first element toward possible
metrics.

In P2Pedia, queries for entries propagate via gossip. It is
then essential for a peer to make sure there is a direct or
indirect connection to the peer that may contain the most
relevant entry she is seeking. However, connecting to too
many peers means having to sort through a potentially long
and irrelevant list of entries. Peers must therefore be se-
lective in the peers they connect to, and they can use the
topology of the resulting social network as another element
for ranking entries.

P2Pedia makes use of the above elements to come up with
rankings such as most popular entries, entries from closest
peers, entries from most popular peers, entries from most
similar peers, etc. We believe that the rankings are more re-
silient to trust attacks thanks to their diversity, in particular
the fact that some rely on crowd-sourcing while others are
subjective and dependent on the given peer’s sharing and
connection behaviour. To benefit from these rankings, peers
need to do due diligence on the peers they connect to and the
entries they decide to share. The resulting social network of
peers is thus a result of the joint incentives of the users in
selfishly optimizing the quality of their own rankings.
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We have empirically shown that some of these metrics are
indeed effective [3] and that their properties also apply to
other types of social sharing environments [4], not just for
wikis and not just for decentralized environments..

In the talk we will go into more detail as to how these metrics
and incentives work and how we validated our claims. We
will also give demos that illustrate these points. Finally, we
will examine a more general formalization and framework
for reasoning about and simulating these systems.
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